
Personalize your enterprise

resource planning system,

focus on your work, and be

confident you've got the

right software and support

team for the job...all with

Infor ERP SyteLine.

INFOR ERP SYTELINE
STAY PRODUCTIVE.
What if you could deliver on time, every time? Every day, you race against time. Competition is

fierce, so you need to get to market quicker and do a better job of matching up supply with

demand. And no matter how complex your supply chain is, you need to respond faster to

change—not to mention reducing excess inventory and cutting costs. Most importantly, you've

got to give customers what you promised them, at the time you promised it. And here's the good

news: Not only can you meet these expectations, you can beat them. The secret is to find an

enterprise resource planning (ERP) system that improves productivity, both in the office and on

the shop floor.

GET EXPERIENCE BUILT IN.
Developed by experts in discrete manufacturing, Infor™ ERP SyteLine has more than 25 years of

experience built in. That means you can be confident you've got the tools you need to get the job

done—and that you're getting it all from an experienced support team.

You get a solution that works for you, and that lets you define your own business processes. So

you can make the system your own instead of letting it dictate to you, and quit trying to drive a

square peg into a round hole.
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You'll find it much easier to deal with daily disruptions from

employees, equipment, and suppliers because

manufacturing best practices and process flows are

embedded within Infor ERP SyteLine.

You'll finally have an enterprise resource planning solution

that lets you make your system your own, puts out daily

fires, and gives you the tools and support you need to 

be successful.

MAKE BETTER DECISIONS, FASTER.
What if you could know the exact delivery date when an order

is placed? What if you could order what you need at the time

you need it? And what if you knew in advance how an

unplanned order would affect your other customer orders,

capacity, material requirements, and cost of manufacturing?

With Infor ERP SyteLine, you can do all that and more.

You no longer have to deal with unreliable, outdated

processes for monitoring customer demand, scheduling

delivery dates, and tracking resources. You'll be able to see

everything you need to see at the time it happens, so you can

make better decisions, faster.

You'll be able to:

•  Make it your own.  Fine-tune your ERP system on the fly

and create a tool that solves your day-to-day business

challenges, quickly and efficiently.

•  Get back to work.  When an unexpected order parachutes

onto your production floor, adjust your current schedule so

you can deliver all your orders on time, without

interruption.

•  Be confident.  You’ll know you’ve got the tools you need to

get the job done. And you’ll know you’re getting them from

an experienced team that has what it takes, knows what to

do, and knows manufacturing.

With Infor ERP SyteLine, you get:

Advanced planning and scheduling (APS).   Find out if you

have the materials, people, machines, and tools you need to

manufacture an item. And continually monitor demand as it

occurs. Before you commit to an unplanned order, see the

ripple effect it will have on your schedule and your shop floor,

so you can reset expectations with existing customers. If a

machine goes down, you can update production schedules

quickly. In the process, you'll boost productivity, improve

order accuracy, increase on-time delivery—and keep your

customers happy.

Complex product configuration.   Make sure your production

department can handle configured orders and that you can

provide accurate configured orders to customers.

Materials and inventory management.   Would you like to

reduce your inventory while avoiding shortages? With

SyteLine, you can buy what you need, when you need it. You

can also do away with side systems, which are difficult and

costly to maintain. Plus you can shorten order entry time,

SyteLine facts at a glance:

Developed by experts in discrete manufacturing

More than 25 years of experience built in

Advanced planning and scheduling

Embedded best practices and process flows

Familiar Microsoft tools and navigation

Automatic upgrades of customizations

A solution that works for  you
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eliminate duplicate orders, cut down on costly data entry

errors, and make sure data is consistent—leaving you with

more time to work on activities that grow your business.

Customer management.   Manage all aspects of your

relationships with customers and prospects, from estimating

to invoicing.

Microsoft®-based system.   With  familiar tools and common

navigation, you'll save time on  implementation,

customization, and training. Plus your IT staff will be  able to

focus on strategic projects rather than tactical issues. Not 

only that, you'll be able to draw from a huge talent pool that

knows how  to work with a Microsoft-based system.

Application event system.   Customize  your system without

modifying your source code, and improve your  workflow in

the process. When you upgrade your system, you'll

automatically upgrade your customizations at the same time.

Educational tools.   Get your SyteLine users up  to speed

quickly with Infor Enterprise Performance Accelerator Kit 

(EPAK) and Infor Knowledge Zone, an Internet-based learning

solution.  Not only will you speed up implementation, you'll

reduce the burden on  your IT staff.

Role-based information.   Get all the  information you need to

do your job in a single screen. For example, if  you're a

production planner, you'll get data that helps you manage 

planned vs. actual production, unplanned scrap by reason,

resource  utilization, and on-time completion.

Better user experiences.   Personalize your user  interface (UI)

to fit your particular industry, team, or an individual  user. Add,

remove, and edit fields, labels, and complete screens without 

having to call on IT for help. Get the information you need,

when you  need it, with easy-to-use grid forms. Plus, reduce

or eliminate costly  modifications to personalized features

when you upgrade your system.

Easy integration of new companies.   If you bought a new

business today, could you have it up and running quickly?

With SyteLine, you can add a new company to your

organizational structure, replicate your data, and be good to

go—while you continue business as usual. Plus, when you

sell off an old business, you can easily separate data.

And you can go to one place for financial information, since

your financial reporting solution is integrated within SyteLine.

Infor Barcode.  Fully automate your key business processes,

cut costs while improving profits, and enhance your ERP

functions with modules such as Pallet Management. From

receiving to shipping and everything in between, you can

integrate Infor Barcode seamlessly with SyteLine version 

8.0 and above. You can quickly implement the application, 

plus configure and re-configure it as your business 

processes change.

Infor24 deployment options.   Combine and multiply the

performance-enhancing and cost-cutting benefits of SyteLine

by subscribing to it through the Infor24 cloud computing

platform. Move seamlessly between on-premises SyteLine

and the cloud-based version, any time—or combine the two.

It’s easy. All you need is an Internet connection and a

subscription to cloud-based Infor ERP SyteLine. Plus, you can

expand SyteLine to any location you want—without IT

involvement—thanks to Infor24’s advanced cloud 

computing technology.

Get the power of SyteLine along with:

•  Reliability and guaranteed performance—Attain the

processing power and bandwidth you need to keep your

business running.
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•  No need to buy hardware—Concentrate on your business 

instead of technical details. When you run SyteLine as an

Infor24 cloud  computing solution, your account will be

hosted on datacenters that are  maintained and optimized

by certified experts.

•  Security—Survive and keep operating in any  worst-case

scenario with the help of full redundancy and world-class 

disaster recovery systems. Plus, get the latest and most

powerful  defenses against intrusion, hacking, and

unauthorized access.

•  Unlimited, instantaneous growth potential—Get your 

business software solution to your expanded facilities and

new locations  ahead of you—with as many seats and

sites as you need—anytime,  anywhere.

SEE RESULTS NOW.
Complexity and competition continue to  increase in discrete

manufacturing. Personalize your enterprise resource 

planning system, focus on your work, and be confident

you've got the  right software and support team for the job...all

with Infor ERP SyteLine.

Because built-in processes go to work for you 

immediately, you'll:

•  Go to market faster.

•  Deliver products on time.

•  Do more with less.

•  Reduce the impact of change.

THERE IS A BETTER WAY.
At Infor, we work with a core belief. We  believe in the customer.

We believe that the customer is seeking a  better, more

collaborative relationship with its business software  provider.

And a new breed of business software: created for evolution, 

not revolution. Software that's simple to buy, easy to deploy

and  convenient to manage. Our 70,000 customers in more

than 100 countries  stand with us. We look forward to your

sharing in the results of our  belief. There is a better way. For

additional information, visit  www.infor.com.


